In many European countries, left-wing and right-wing populist movements have emerged that, despite all their differences, are united by their opposition to economic liberalism and capitalism.

This response to critics enables me to develop and clarify some aspects of Authoritarian Liberalism and the Transformation of Modern Europe. When authoritarian liberalism made its mark in late Weimar, Big business can no longer take the support of conservative parties for granted, Adrian Wooldridge writes. For instance, J.D. Vance, a Republican...
candidate for U.S. Senate in Ohio, has tweeted that

**opinion: big business and conservatives are headed for divorce**
Neoliberal thinkers like Friedrich Hayek, as Slobodian shows He would have fallen out of his chair if told that this wild idea had been hatched not by the democratic rabble but by the honored

**dominium and libertas done wrong by imperium**
In case of abuse, From Friedrich Hayek and Thomas Sowell penetrating the market with liberal, conservative, centrist and right wing thinkers, from Sowell, James K Wilson, and Victor Hanson

**from hayek to murray - shaping israel’s discourse one book at a time**
It has influenced the lives of thousands of conservative leaders And so they will be exposed to Hayek and Walter Williams and Tom Sowell and a lot of these great economists.

**next generation of courageous leaders**
While there, she turned some heads and left a mark after becoming the first woman to be elected president of the Oxford University Conservative likes of Friedrich Hayek, Milton Friedman

**margaret thatcher**
Yesterday, Stephen wrote of the damage to our politics caused by the current Conservative administration we share such fundamental values. The idea of Britain forging new deals with anyone

**liberal democrats need to be prepared for more than a change of government at the next election**
If it's good for GOP candidates, though, the emerging political environment may require some adjustment from conservative intellectuals Adam Smith or Friedrich Hayek said that it was a

**republicans may win control of congress. what do they want?**
From Horatio Alger and E.L. James to T. Boone Pickens and Charles Koch, books by and about the ultrawealthy reveal some of our darkest American fantasies.

**Rags-to-riches stories are actually kind of disturbing**
(Sadly for UBI enthusiasts, Lee lost narrowly to the conservative candidate in March alternative sources of income shrink. Friedrich Hayek warns of the dangers of this in his classic book

**UBI which was once unthinkable is being rolled out around the world.**

**What's going on?**
Gavin Newsom's attempt to mock conservative states' book bans misfired To Kill A Mockingbird might be their first exposure to the idea that racism exists beyond a world of newscasts, and

**California Gov. Gavin Newsom tries to mock**

**Conservative book bans by posing with stack of titles - including 'to kill a mockingbird' which was actually banned by progressives ...**
On a dreary early-spring day on the Conservative leadership campaign trail, Pierre Poilievre stood in a crowded shawarma restaurant in London, Ont., and lobbed a grenade at Canada's nearly century-old

**Pierre Poilievre wants to make Canada the world's ‘crypto capital.’ Why his populist pitch may find fertile ground**
Woke Yale students are now planning to protest a scheduled talk with Republican Senator Ted Cruz just three weeks after they threatened violence against a female conservative speaker. Cruz will